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Young Music Publishers Association or the ‘YMPA’

• New initiative set up in 2018

• Aimed at our younger members 

• Quarterly Committee Meetings

• The YMPA Facebook Group – 106 members and counting

• Training for Board & Committees representation



The YMPA: Peer Mentoring 

• 8, fortnightly sessions taking place 5-7pm on Wednesdays

• Small group of around 10 YMPA applicants plus MPA & shesaid.so

• First hour - presentation, Q&A or training

• Second hour – discussion, real life examples

• Topics include: Careers, Imposter Syndrome, Being a Business Badass, Managing 

Upwards, Strategic Thinking & Ethics / Networking

• Applications for next series in March open in 2019



The YMPA: Evening Session 14th November 2018

• Sessions held to focus on specific topics or areas of music publishing

• The first session will be a Publishing Amnesty, any questions welcome!

• To be held at PPL from 5-8pm, 14th November

• RSVP via the MPA Website

• Jane Dyball, Simon Anderson, Mike Box and Richard Paine will be 

answering questions
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Tony Pool Award – Deadlines close 9th Nov

• Award recognising outstanding contribution and work ethic

• In memory of Tony Pool, advocate of copyright reform and excellence in 

business practice

• Nominees should be actively working in administration for a publisher

• Winner will be announced at the MPA Christmas Lunch (13th December)

• Nominate friends or colleagues via MPA website
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Upcoming Training
• MPA Induction Course (Quarterly) - Next course: 

21st and 22nd November at Lewis Silkin

• GCEP (Every other year – alternate to GCEL) –

Starting in January, applications now open!

• Modern Music Publishing Practice; The MPA 

Intermediate Course in conjunction with MMF –

Dennis Collopy lead tutor, starting in January.  

Bookings open shortly.

• GCEL (Every other year – alternate to GCEP) – New 

intermediate licensing course to start in 2019.

• Specialist Seminar (Biannual) – Dates and topics to 

be announced in the new year – watch this space!
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MPA Events – It’s been a busy year!



Upcoming MPA Events!
• YMPA Evening Session – 14th November at PPL, 

Soho

• The Induction Course – 21st & 22nd November at 

Lewis Silkin, 

• MPA & BPI Pub Social – 22nd November at The 

Clachan, Soho

• MPA Policy Picnic – 3rd December – here!

• MPA Christmas Lunch – 13th December, The Hilton 

on Park Lane – selling very quickly!
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Membership Renewals

• Renewals for MPA Membership will be open shortly on the MPA website
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• MCPS has been focussed on several key areas this year

• These areas include the MA2 review, the Strategic Licensing 

Review, the Audit of PRS, the BBC negotiations, an MCPS board 

strategy day, and US Mechanicals.

• Management are also particularly focussed on distributions on the 

lead up to the end of the year

Overview
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• MCPS Management and a drafting committee made up of publisher 

members have formed a group which is reviewing the MCPS MA2 

Membership Agreement.

• One key element of this review is to revisit how mandates are collected for 

MCPS to license and collect on behalf of members.

• This will allow members to provide more flexible mandates to MCPS, within 

rules based, on categories of schemes, and in some instances, licences.

MA3



MA3

MA2

MA3: The Timeline

… Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

2018 2019

MCPS started this 
process in early 2018

Currently, MCPS is 
finalising the first full 

draft of the MA3

We will be consulting 
with members and 
PRS through to the 

end of the year
MA3 is expected to 
launch in early 2019

MA2 will continue to 
operate alongside the 

new agreement



MA3

The new MA3 will have three main tranches:

Data ProtocolThe Agreement

• Will be a static document

• It will replace MA2, will but 

operate alongside the 
existing MA2 agreement

• The information provided via this portal 

may change from time to time

• It will outline what data members need 

to provide

• It will also set out processes to be 

followed by both member and MCPS/ 

PRS

Mandates

• Members will be allowed to 

exclude certain categories 

of rights from their mandate

• It is intended that this will be 

available to edit through 

the data protocol



• The first draft of the agreement has almost been finalised

• The drafting to date has been completed by Adam Rendle (Senior 

Associate, Taylor Wessing) with input from a group of publishers that 

represent both major and independent companies

• Members will not be required to sign the new MA3 agreement, although will 

be encouraged as it is a far better arrangement for publishers

• The MA2 will continue to operate alongside the new MA3 once launched

MA3: The Agreement



The data protocol will outline member’s requirement to undertake 

certain tasks including: 

a) registering works

b) providing mandates

c) flagging works for certain uses and exclusions

d) maintaining an accurate record of ownership picture

e) maintaining an accurate record of sub-publishers, administrators and direct 

memberships of other societies; and

f) identifying any subsidiary companies 

MA3: Data Protocol



• The requirements for the Member to adhere to certain standards 

regarding data registration and maintenance under the Data protocol 

will ensure that MCPS can operate more flexible licences and licence 

schemes

• The improved data will help to provide solutions for international 

matters and will also provide a solid foundation to explore new 

licensing opportunities in the future where this level of information 

may be required. 

MA3: Data Protocol



• The ability to opt out of some MCPS activities will be offered to comply with 

the CRM directive

• The level of granularity for opt-outs/ opt-ins will likely vary between large 

rightsholders and non-large rightsholders, which reflects current practice

• This level of flexibility will require significant systems and process 

development at MCPS and PRS

• MCPS aims to be ahead of the curve on offering flexible mandates

MA3: Mandates
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Licensing Review Update

The first area of focus under the 

licensing review has been the 

creation of a low-end licensing 

solution to capture usage which 

is currently unlicensed and also 

areas currently licensed under 

LOML (low-end online) and LM 

(low-end physical).



• The process that has been carried out for the low-end licence ‘block’ 

will now be repeated for the other areas that were highlighted for 

review through the SLR process

Licensing Review: Next Steps

• A plan has been set out to complete 

all scheme, tech and marketing 

developments throughout 2019.
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• MCPS management is working closely with the distribution and finance teams 

at PRS and ICE to track the progress of distribution preparations, as we 

approach the end of the year

• Delays are expected  for some distributions due to be made in December

• These delays are in the areas of Online, GEOL and TV Broadcast

• To ensure that the highest possible value is distributed accurately in 

December, management are meeting weekly with representatives from all 

PRS teams that are involved in distributions

Distributions



• ICE has set up two publisher groups Strategy and Operations

• These groups have been assembled to allow publishers to directly feed 

their concerns and issues into ICE

• The inaugural meetings have now taken place, which were reported as 

being a positive step forward

• MCPS is now discussing how to optimise these groups going forward, and 

how they feed into other committees, such as the ICE Cube Working 

Group, the MCPS Board and the MPA Pop Publishers Committee.

ICE Publisher Forums



• The BBC agreement has now been signed

• There are a handful of points that are still being discussed 

between the BBC and PRS / MCPS

• The new deal has been successful in terms of bringing the 

previous agreement, which was finalised in 2011, up to date to 

reflect the BBC’s current music usage and publisher / writer 

requirements

BBC Renegotiation



• MCPS is reviewing its international society relationships

• As part of this overall reciprocal agreement review, MCPS is 

currently reviewing its BIEM membership and relationship

• MCPS is also starting to investigate the opportunity for a Physical 

Licensing Hub, which would change how labels are licensed 

• This would allow schemes such as AP1 and AP2 to be licensed for 

Europe through a central licensing body

International



• The US mechanicals issue stems from a lack of visibility into 

ownership data, which has meant that mechanical royalties 

from the US have not flowed back to the rights holders in the UK

• MCPS is gathering clear mandates from our members to collect 

on their behalf in the US by contacting members that have 

mandated MCPS and asking them to confirm this mandate

• Members are being contacted over several months. You may 

have been contacted already or will be in the coming weeks

US Mechanicals



Q&A



Policy Update

Josh Kendal, Legal Counsel, MPA

1/11/18



MPA Policy Activities

Copyright Directive/Article 13 

• MPA and ICMP lobbying in Brussels and London

• UK Music #LoveMusic #SaveMusicOnline campaign



#LoveMusic Campaign



#LoveMusic Campaign
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#LoveMusic Campaign



#LoveMusic Campaign



#LoveMusic Campaign



#LoveMusic Campaign



#LoveMusic Campaign





Substance Directive Copyright in the DSM

Exceptions (3-5)

Press publishers (11)

Fair compensation (12)

Value gap (13)

Fair remuneration for performers and authors (14-16)













Other MPA Activities

• IPO meetings on changes to copyright

• DIT consultation on trade agreements (US, Australia, NZ, CPTPP)

• APPG on Music Quiz

• Focus on music education and input into UK Music’s Talent Pipeline report

• Lunch with members of the Migration Advisory Committee

• Focus on Brexit, including through the PRS Brexit Committee





Budget 2018

• Digital Services Tax

• Business rates



Court of Justice of the European Union

• Renckhoff v NRW
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General Update

• PMLL now has 128 members

• The central agreement with the Department for Education runs until 2021 – negotiations to 

renew this will start in 2019

• The revenue received from the Department for Education for the Schools Printed Music 

Licence (SPML) continues to grow each year

• PMLL has received circa £3.5m so far this year



Distributions

• PMLL made a distribution of £2.1m in July 2018.  

• This was made on the membership model – based on MPA subscription categories (or equivalent for 

non-MPA members)

• There will be a small membership distribution made in December 2018 – MPA Membership Fee 

Deduction

• A data distribution will also be made in December 2018

• If there are any questions or you need assistance please let me know



New PMLL Mandate

• All members should have now received the new PMLL mandate.  
Members have been asked to mandate their rights to a number of 
new schemes that PMLL is hoping to launch in the coming months.

• The new mandate is CRM compliant and will allow members to opt in 
and out of schemes and exclude certain works within certain schemes

• The mandate was sent to a named contact within each organisation –
if you have not received this yet please contact let PMLL know.



Schools Printed Music Licence
Scheme Duration Information Type Tariff Mandate required
SPML –

Schools 

Printed 

Music 

Licence

12 months 

-

renewable

The sole and exclusive right to enter into licence agreements with schools to permit 
the following in relation to the photocopying of printed music in schools, including by 
way of the SPML, granted on the same terms and conditions as the Works are 
licensed under the SPML from time to time as approved by the Board:-

a) the right to make, or permit the making of, Licensed Copies, on the School 
Premises or via the Secure Network;

b) the non-exclusive right to make, or permit the making of, Arrangements of 
Musical Works;

c) the right to distribute, and to permit the distribution of, Licensed Copies to 
School Members;

solely for use within the School Activities.

(SPML definitions apply)

Licence <100 £51.86

100-199 £97.02

200-299 £129.36

300-399 £188.66

400-599 £237.17

600-799 £274.91

800-999 £323.42

1000-1499 £404.27

>1500 £485.12

However the department of 

education take out a licence 

for all state schools in 

England.  This scheme 

generates the majority of 

PMLL’s income to date of 

circa £3.5m per year (other 

income comes from 

Scotland, N Ireland and 

private schools)

Exclusive (apart 

from 

arrangements) 



Amateur Choir Licence

Amateur 

Choir 

Licence

- this 

seeks to 

license 

activities 

that are 

currently 

taking 

place 

mostly 

without a 

licence 

6 months 

(trial 

licence)

Amateur Choirs Licence Scheme:

The non-exclusive right to enter into agreement with amateur choirs to permit 
the following in relation to the photocopying of printed music, including by 
way of the Amateur Choirs Licence, granted on the same terms and conditions 
as the Works are licensed under the Amateur Choirs Licence from time to time 
as approved by the Board:-

a) the right to make Licensed Copies;
b) the right to make, or permit the making of, Authorised Permitted 

Arrangements of Musical Works;
c) the right to distribute, and to permit the distribution of, Licensed Copies 

to Choir Members;

solely within the Choir Activities

(Amateur Choirs Licence definitions apply)

Trial £2.50 up to 5 Licensed 

Works (per choir member

£5.00 up to 10 Licensed 

Works (per choir member)

£10.00 up to 25 Licensed 

Works (per choir member)

£15.00 up to 50 Licensed 

Works Licensed Works (per 

choir member

Non-Exclusive
Scheme Duration Information Type Tariff Mandate required



Hubs and Services Licence

Hubs 

Licence

Many 

music 

education 

services are 

provided by 

hubs rather 

than 

schools due 

to lack of 

music 

teachers 

and this 

add-on to 

the SPML 

permits this 

activity.

12 

months

Hubs & Services Licence Scheme:

The sole and exclusive right to enter into licence agreements with Hubs & 
Services to permit the following in relation to the photocopying of printed 
music, including by way of the Hubs & Services Licence, granted on the same 
terms and conditions as the Works are licensed under the Hubs & Services 
Licence from time to time as approved by the Board:-

a) the right to make, or permit the making of, Licensed Copies, on the 
Hub/Service Premises or via the Secure Network;

b) the non-exclusive right to make, or permit the making of, Arrangements 
of Musical Works;

c) the right to distribute, and to permit the distribution of, Licensed Copies 
to Pupils;

solely for use within the Area Activities.  Area Activities are defined as 
education services for school children.

(Hubs & Services Licence definitions apply)

Licence TBC – likely charge of 10p 

per student that has access 

to the Hub

Exclusive

(apart from 

arrangements)

Scheme Duration Information Type Tariff Mandate required



Higher Education Licence
HE Licence (this is 

a higher education 

licence for 

music/performing 

arts students.  It is 

a trial limited 

version of what 

would be the 

permanent 

scheme below)

6 months

(trial)

The exclusive right to enter into agreements with Higher Education Institutions to permit the following 
in relation to the photocopying of printed music in schools, granted to the extent of and on the same 
terms and conditions as the Works are licensed under the HE Licence from time to time as approved by 
the Board:-

a) the right to make, or permit the making of, Licensed Copies, 
b) the non-exclusive right to make, or permit the making of, Arrangements of Musical Works;
c) the right to distribute, and to permit the distribution of, Licensed Copies to Music Students and 

Staff Members;

solely for use within Music Modules and Course(s); 

(HE Licence definitions apply)

Trial £7.50 per 

FTE

Exclusive (apart from 

arrangements)

HE Licence 

(negotiated with 

Universities UK as 

negotiating body 

for tertiary 

education 

providers.  The 

process of 

negotiation is 

slow)

12 months The exclusive right to enter into agreements with Higher Education Institutions to permit the following 
in relation to the photocopying of printed music in schools, granted to the extent of and on the same 
terms and conditions as the Works are licensed under the HE Licence from time to time as approved by 
the Board:-

a) the right to make, or permit the making of, Licensed Copies, 
b) the non-exclusive right to make, or permit the making of, Arrangements of Musical Works;
c) the right to distribute, and to permit the distribution of, Licensed Copies to Music Students and 

Staff Members;

solely for use within Music Modules and Course(s); 

(HE Licence definitions apply)

Trial TBC Exclusive (apart from 

arrangements)

Scheme Duration Information Type Tariff Mandate required



Digital Guitar Tab

Digital 

Guitar Tab

12 

months 

The non-exclusive right to exploit and sublicense musical and graphic works on 

digital platforms for guitar tab and similar services (all rights of approval 

negotiated within PMLL Licences will be passed on to Publisher).

Licence TBC

There are currently no 

licences under 

contemplation for this 

mandate.   It is included to 

permit PMLL to act nimbly, 

but under the remit of Board 

approvals.

Non-Exclusive

Scheme Duration Information Type Tariff Mandate required



Lyric Licensing

Lyric 

Licence

12 

months

The non-exclusive right to exploit and sublicense the lyrics to Works on digital 

platforms for the indicated following uses (all rights of approval negotiated 

within PMLL Licences will be passed on to Publisher):-

(i) karaoke products not licensed by MCPS (or any product which separates 
the vocal performance from the sound recording); 

(i) interactive products and services;

(i) products and services where the lyrics are used separately from the 
musical composition;

(i) exploitation online via lyric aggregator apps and products;

(i) hosting and serving by lyric aggregator on its servers to sub-licensee 
websites for the purpose of ‘white labeling’;

(i) the development of new products or services;

(i) communication to the public of lyrics used separately from the musical 
work.

Licence TBC

The first licence is likely to be 

Lyricfind, for publishers who 

are not large enough to have 

negotiated their own deal.

Non-Exclusive

Scheme Duration Information Type Tariff Mandate required



Anti-Piracy

• PMLL members who have returned mandates have been contacted 
regarding the MUSO system

• Members who have not returned their mandate will be contacted 
once PMLL has received the document



Questions?


